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Inside the C++ Object ModelAddison Wesley, 1996
Inside the C++ Object Model focuses on the underlying mechanisms that support object-oriented programming within C++: constructor semantics, temporary generation, support for encapsulation, inheritance, and "the virtuals"-virtual functions and virtual inheritance. This book shows how your understanding the underlying implementation models...
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Online Consumer Psychology: Understanding and Influencing Consumer Behavior in the Virtual WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This volume contains edited versions of papers that were presented at the 2001 Advertising and Consumer Psychology Conference in Seattle, Washington. This annual conference was sponsored by the Society for Consumer Psychology (Division 23 of the American Psychological Association) with sponsorship assistance from Accenture Institute for Strategic...
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Real-Time Collision Detection (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3-D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Written by an expert in the game industry, Christer Ericson's new book is a comprehensive guide to the components of efficient real-time collision detection systems. The book provides the tools and know-how needed to implement industrial-strength collision detection for the highly detailed dynamic environments of applications such as 3D games,...
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The Handbook of High Performance Virtual Teams: A Toolkit for Collaborating Across BoundariesJossey-Bass, 2008
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams is an essential resource for leaders, virtual team members, and work group leaders. The editors provide a proven framework based on five principles for working collaboratively across boundaries of time, space, and culture. Written by experts in the...
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Linux Apache Web Server Administration (Linux Library)Sybex, 2000
Authoratative Answers to All Your Apache Questions—Now Updated to Cover      Apache 2.0
      
      Linux Apache Web Server Administration is the most      complete, most advanced guide to the Apache Web server you’ll find      anywhere. Written by a leading Apache expert—and now updated to...
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Automating Microsoft Azure with PowershellPackt Publishing, 2015

	Automate Microsoft Azure tasks using Windows PowerShell to take full control of your Microsoft Azure deployments


	About This Book

	
		Deploy and manage virtual machines, virtual networks, and an online database for application provisioning, maintenance, and high availability of your data
	...
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Learning Docker - Second Edition: Build, ship, and scale fasterPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Docker lets you create, deploy, and manage your applications anywhere at anytime – flexibility is key so you can deploy stable, secure, and scalable app containers across a wide variety of platforms and delve into microservices architecture

	
		About This Book

		
			This up-to-date edition...
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Building a Virtual LibraryInformation Science Publishing, 2002
The organization, functioning, and the role of libraries in university communities continue to change dramatically. While academic research libraries continue to acquire information, organize it, make it available, and preserve it, the critical issues for their management teams in the twenty-first century are to formulate a clear mission and role...
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Documentum 6.5 Content Management FoundationsPackt Publishing, 2010

	EMC Documentum is a leading Enterprise Content Management technology platform that helps enterprises to streamline the capture, processing, and distribution of business information including documents, records, e-mails, web content, images, reports, and digital assets. EMC Proven Professional is an exam-based certification program, which...
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Beginning Ubuntu for Windows and Mac UsersApress, 2015

	Beginning Ubuntu for Windows and Mac Users is your comprehensive guide to using Ubuntu. You already know how to use a computer running Windows or OS X, but learning a new operating system can feel daunting. If you've been afraid to try Ubuntu because you don't know where to start, this book will show you how to get the...
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Inside the Java Virtual Machine (Java Masters Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Want to write better Java programs? Look under the hood and see what makes the ingenious Java engine run! This easy-to-understand yet technically rich description of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)--the engine of the Java language--is your key to writing more efficient and effective Java code. It provides a complete JVM tutorial and desktop...
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Information Technology in Languages for Specific Purposes: Issues and Prospects (Educational Linguistics)Springer, 2006
Work in the field of Languages for Specific Purposes (LSP) has also been transformed by technology. This volume offers an overview of a variety of applications of IT in the field of LSP. It is addressed to a wide audience that includes LSP teachers and researchers, although the contents may also be relevant to applied linguists working in...
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